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FAST FRAMING
Welcome to FAST. Our products are successfully used in a variety of markets where glue
and spray adhesives were once the only choice. Inside you will find FAST facts, hints, and
tips throughout this catalog to help you better understand the product. You will also find
that the table of contents section is designed to highlight your daily possible framing
applications. We Guarantee the best selection of adhesives, mounting options, and
commodity products to complete and protect your project.
**Look for the G listed before the SKU to find the Guaranteed items which will ship via
UPS ground within (1) business day for ALL domestic orders. All G items are listed on page
44 and 45 of this catalog. See Terms & Conditions for more information.**
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FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

HINGING
FRAMER’S TAPE II
FRAMING

The # 1 Hinging Tape

Our tape is stronger and thinner than linen
or paper tapes. It is moisture proof and the
adhesive will not ooze from the sides. This
product is great with water colors and can
be repositioned on hard calendared mat
board surfaces. This flexible adhesive comes
in white or clear and can be easily reversed
with minimal heat from most surfaces.
G
G

FM2000-.75WH		
FM2000-1WH 		
FM2000-.75CL 		
FM2000-1CL 		
FM2000-2CL 		
FM2000-2WH		

3/4” x 180FT
1” x 180FT
3/4” x 180FT
1” x 180FT
2” x 180FT
2” x 180FT

WATER COLOR USAGE
WATER COLOR WASHOUT TAPE
Removable Tape

A tape specifically designed for the water color
artist. Here is an up to date replacement for
the gummy paper tape; it’s removable, will
withstand very wet paint, and will not alter or
tear the surface during removal. It can be used
with all water color paints, acrylics, oils, and
works best with non-porous boards. A
self-adhesive film that is clear and waterproof.
FM3011-1		
FM3011-2		

1” x 36YD
2” x 36YD

**FAST Hint**
This tape works best if you wet the paper,
let it dry for about 5 minutes then apply
the tape.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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MATTING/MOUNTING
DOUBLE LENGTH ATG
FRAMING

Film Linered

An ideal ATG for double matting and mounting
two similar materials or for sealing dust covers.
Our double-sided tape comes on a film-linered
roll which allows for fewer roll changes and
eliminates chances of tape tearing during
application. The roll is also doubled in length
and is not comparable to anything else on the
market, for it is the only one of its kind.
G

FM990ATG-120		
FM990ATG-72		

1/2” x 120YD
1/2” x 72YD

PREMIUM 2 MIL ATG

Double Matting and Mounting
Use this great general purpose adhesive
transfer tape for double matting and
mounting and also ideal for sealing dust
covers. The adhesive will not dry out or deteriorate with age and it is quick and easy to
use. You can use this solvent resistant tape on
an assortment of material groupings.
G
G

FM991ATG-36		
FM991ATG-.5		
FM991ATG-.25		
FM991ATG-.75		

1/2” x 36YD
1/2” x 60YD
1/4” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD

ARCHIVAL GRADE TRANSFER TAPE
Double Matting and Encapsulation

An archival grade double coated tape offers
better bonding and excellent matting
capabilities. It works well with fabric mats,
encapsulation, and great transfer adhesion
to irregular surfaces. It works well with
different temperatures and has high
peel tack.
**FAST Tip**
This tape is highly recommended for any
job that may have PH factoring concerns.
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G FM1100ATG-.5		

FM1100ATG-.75		

1/2” x 18YD
3/4” x 18YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

MATTING/MOUNTING
SUPER STICKY HIGH TACK ATG
FRAMING

Fabric Mount

Using this high tack ATG tape offers the
ability to mount to irregular, printed
surfaces, and it contains the thickness in the
adhesive to mount fabrics. It allows for
permanent mounting and it bonds on contact and works on many different substrates.
FM1104ATG-.5		
FM1104ATG-.75 		

1/2” x 18YD
3/4” x 18YD

CLASSIC DOUBLE-SIDED ATG
Mat and Mount

A permanent classic ATG that is excellent
for double matting. It’s a pressure-sensitive
adhesive transfer tape that works great
with various project types and also pairs
well with our D604 ATG Dispenser.
G FM202ATG-36		

FM202ATG-60

1/2” x 36YD
1/2” x 60YD

FILLET TAPE

Maximum Bond Acrylic Adhesive
A double-sided ultra-bond tape designed
to adhere to the backside of a mat, wood,
or metal fillets. Our acrylic adhesive will
not yellow or dry out. Rough surfaces will
not cause any problems when bonding and
usage of this tape will reduce shrinkage and
elongation with its extreme holding power.

G

FM670F-.25
FM670F-.125

1/4” x 36YD
1/8” x 36YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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MATTING/MOUNTING
STITCHERY TAPE
FRAMING

Acid Free Mounting Tape

**FAST Tip**
This tape works well on silk fabrics.

An “ultimate” double-sided customary grade
adhesive tape that will adhere to fabrics as
delicate as silk, linen, or velvet without adhesive bleeding or damaging the fabric. The acid
free transparent tape is designed for mounting
stretched needle work to art boards or foam core.
Be sure to cut all loose threads from the back of
the stitched piece before mounting. Be aware that
maximum adhesion is reached within 24 hours
under weight. Use this product to replace glues,
pins, and staples.

FM1175-.75		
FM1175-1		
G FM1175-1.5		
FM1175-30		
G
G

3/4” x 180FT
1” x 180FT
1 1/2” x 180FT
1 1/2” x 30FT

RABBET GUARD
Shellac and Solvent Based Sealer
Replacement
Use this mylar tape confidently on finished or
unfinished mouldings. A neutral PH adhesive
like Rabbet Guard is great for many artistic
creations and framing. It eliminates environmental damage, moisture, and dust from
entering the frame. Our tape will not stiffen and
will replace shellac and solvent based sealers.
FM557-.75		

3/4” x 72YD

RABBET GUARD II

Black Felt Tape for Lining the Raw

**FAST Fact**
This is the first US made museum quality
black felt tape for lining the raw rabbet
with oil paintings.
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It is important to use a tape that will not
cause deterioration, discoloration, or
abrasion to objects that need to be
maintained over a long period of time.
Conservation tape can be used as a
protective spacer on the bevel of framed
mirrors. It will protect and enhance the
mount and will not damage the artwork.
FM558-.25		

1/4” x 50FT

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

HAND APPLIED MOUNTING
TAPESTRY MOUNT TAPE
FRAMING

Fabric Double-sided Tape

The only double-sided tape strong enough to
mount heavy weight fabrics safely. Replace
messy spray adhesives with this easy to use
pressure sensitive adhesive. Because of the
strength it does not allow you to
reposition tapestry cloth and therefore, not
recommended for conservation level framing.
FM991-.25		
FM991-.5		
FM991-.75		
FM991-1			

1/4” x 60YD
1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1” x 60YD

FM991-1.5		
1 1/2” x 60YD
Please call 1-844-pik-fast for larger
decorative paper sizes.

SUPER STICKY TISSUE TAPE
Mount for a Variety of Surfaces
This permanent Tesa 4959 adhesive is very
sticky, very versatile in its applications, and
very sustainable in its tacking ability.
G
G

FM330-.75
FM330-12
FM330-.25
FM330-.375 		
FM330-.5 		
FM330-1 		

3/4” x 55YD
12” x 55YD
1/4” x 55YD
3/8” x 55YD
1/2” x 55YD
1” x 55YD

EDGING
WHITE ARTIST TAPE

Smooth, White Matte Paper Tape
This permanent adhesive permits it to be
used for edging foam core and art boards.
It can also be used for writing and painting
on this smooth premium grade white paper
masking tape. You will find that it sticks to
paper, fabric, film, and more.
G

FM1702-.75		
FM1702-1		

3/4” x 90YD
1” x 90YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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FLOATING

FRAMING

MASTER TABS

Mylar Backed Inert Adhesive Dots
Here is a safe alternative to acid free corner
mounts. Trapping art on four sides is not
required with these tabs. These tabs are made
in the USA and are perfect for photos, awards,
documents, and artwork on most surfaces.
FMCW21SD-.5

1/2” x 2000 Dots/Roll

MASTER TABS II

Double-sided Clear Adhesive Disks
These age resistant adhesive disks will not
yellow or dry out. These permanent
double-sided clear adhesive disks are used for
float mounting photos, documents, and other
artwork on most surfaces.
G
G

FM670D-.75
FM670D-1.75
FM670D-.625
FM670D-1.25

3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
1 3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
5/8” x 500 Disks/Roll
1 1/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll

ART GUIDES
Channel Strips for Mounting on Foam
These channel strips are perfed for easy tear
making it simple to use without needing
scissors or a dispenser. The cool thing about
the art guides is that the adhesive does not
touch the artwork at all. It is clean, dry, and
repositionable.
**FAST Tip**
4 strips of art guides (subject to the print size)
should be sufficient to
hold the artwork in place.
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FMCW21SART-.75

3/4” x 2” 300 Pieces/Roll

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

DUST COVER SEALANTS
WHITE FLATBACK

FRAMING

Protects Frame Backing

This pressure sensitive heavy weight, smooth
paper tape is excellent for sealing dust covers
on the backing of a picture frame. It can also
be used to edge foam core.
FM512-2WH		

2” x 60YD

TAN FLATBACK

Dust Cover Sealant

This sturdy Intertape, natural tan kraft paper
seals dust covers and sticks well to wood
substrates or frames.
G

FM413-2			
FM413-.75		
FM413-3 		

2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
3” x 60YD

MISC TAPE
LINEN TAPE

Ideal for Bookbinding

This is a strong permanent Shurtape PC628
adhesive that comes in white or black. The
smooth linen fabric backing makes it ideal
for easel backs and edging.
FM837-1WH		
FM837-1BLA		
FM837-2BLA		

1” x 180FT
1” x 180FT
2” x 180FT

PACKAGE/PROTECT
MOBIL WRAP

No Adhesive Cling Film
A clean alternative to bubble wrap for
protecting framed prints. No adhesive is
involved. The ultra-clear film will not tear
and is easy to use.
FMFNW-5		

5” x 1000FT

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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PACKAGE/PROTECT
GLASSGUARD
FRAMING

Stabilizer

A low tack adhesive paper such as this can
be applied to framed artwork that easily
removes with no residue. It peels away
from the surface, eliminating scraping and
scratching, and it protects the artwork from
broken or chipped glass.

**FAST Hint**
Stabilize framed art by placing the tape
in an “X” over the face of the glass from
one corner to the other.

FM6582-2
FM6582-4
FM6582-6

2” x 100YD
4” x 100YD
6” x 100YD

GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Package, Bind, or Hold

Use for packaging and everyday needs to
bind or hold articles in place with this high
tack masking tape. This Shurtape CP83
tape is made from crepe paper with rubber
adhesive.
FM803-.5		
FM803-.75		
FM803-1 		
FM803-2 		

1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

SEALING TAPE
CARTON SEALING TAPE
Moisture Resistant

This tape seals cartons and packages for
shipping or storage. It sticks to virtually any
surface and it is a clear all-purpose film tape.
FM210-2CL

10

2” x 110YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

DISPENSERS
DESKTOP DISPENSER
FRAMING

The Desktop weighted base dispenser can
hold one roll up to 1” wide, with a 3” core.
It has an inside adaptor to fit 1” core tapes,
and is recommended for engraving table
tape usage.
FMD2

TABLE TOP DISPENSER
The Table Top ultimate multi-roll tape
dispenser is made of high quality steel. It is
designed to hold one or more rolls up to 3”
wide.
FMD233

WORKROOM DISPENSER
The Workroom Dispenser is a heavy duty,
weighted base dispenser that can hold one
or more rolls up to 6” wide on a 3” ID core.
FMD2336

ATG DISPENSER
Here is a lighter weight, high impact plastic
gun that is well balanced for your ATG needs.
A hinged, clear cover enables you to see
when it is necessary to reload. The easy grip
handle makes applying tape fast.
G

FMD604

**FAST Fact**
This gun works well with all of our ATG
tapes up to 72 Yards.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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FAST AWARDS
AWARDS

Welcome to FAST. Our products are successfully used in a variety of markets where glue
and spray adhesives were once the only choice. Inside you will find FAST facts, hints, and
tips throughout this catalog to help you better understand the product. You will also find
that the table of contents section is designed to highlight your daily possible award applications. We Guarantee the best selection of die-cut disks, bonding tapes, foils and more!
**Look for the G listed before the SKU to find the Guaranteed items which will ship via
UPS ground within (1) business day for ALL domestic orders. All G items are listed on page
44 and 45 of this catalog. See Terms & Conditions for more information.**
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FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING TABLE TAPE
Holds Plates in Place

Engraving with this clear, linerless
non-residue adhesive is seamless. This Tesa
51903 tape will hold your engraving plates to
the bed of your engraving table. Remove as
many air bubbles as possible, as this tape
has an extending ability. The table tape
permits for easy removal after engraving.
FM2524-1		
FM2524-.5		
FM2524-.75		

1” x 72YD
1/2” x 72YD
3/4” x 72YD

**FAST Hint**
If used properly, you can engrave multiple plates before replacing tape.

AWARDS

G

ECONOMY TROPHY TAPE
Works Well for Nameplates

A quick hand tearable tape that is great for
attaching nameplates to awards, plaques, or
trophies.
FM513-.5		
FM513-.75		
FM513-1			
FM513-2			
FM513-12 		

1/2” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
1” x 36YD
2” x 36YD
12” x 36YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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SUBLIMATION
SUBLIMATION HEAT TAPE

Conformable, High Temperature Tape
This high temperature tape will not color
bleed onto your substrate. You can wrap the
image around your product and secure with
this heat tape. It is very beneficial to keep
the edge of the tape bent at an angle on one
corner for easy removal after heat pressing.
FMCW21S-.5CL		
FMCW21S-.375		
G FMCW21S-.5		
FMCW21S-.75		
FMCW21S-1 		
FMCW21S-2		
G
G

AWARDS

1/2” x 72YD
3/8” x 72YD
1/2” x 72YD
3/4” x 72YD
1” x 72YD
2” x 72YD

SANDBLASTING
LAZER’S EDGE

Laser Safe, No PVC

**FAST Fact**
Sandblasting was patended by
Benjamin Chew Tilghman in 1870.

Use this top selling film for both lasering
and sandblasting. This product provides a
one step masking process that will take you
from stenciling in the laser straight to the
sandblaster. It is a PVC free film that creates
sharp clean lines without bleed through as
with normal paper masks. It protects the
substrate from the harsh impact of the
abrasive and works great with awards,
trophies, stained glass, engraving,
sandblasting, signage, and monuments.
G

14

FMCW5764-25		
FMCW5764-72		

6” x 25YD
12” x 72YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

LASERING
LOW TACK PAPER MASK
Protects Foils from Edge Burn

A clear coated low tack paper mask designed
to allow you to apply vinyl graphics to your
lasering products. Safeguard your foils from
edge burn and eliminate smoke damage
with this mask. The removable mask can be
used with or without foils.
2” x 100YD
4” x 100YD
6” x 100YD

**FAST Hint**
It is very favorable to mask wood materials before fabrication to avoid natural
oils from discoloration on the surface.

AWARDS

FM6582-2		
FM6582-4		
FM6582-6		

SOLID COLOR LASER FOILS
PVC Free

These foils allow decals and stencils to come
to life for lasering projects. The process of
adding color and flare to your product is very
easy. Cut a piece of the foil and cover the
area that you intend to engrave; then use
your laser engraver or vector to cut the film.
Remove the excess material and admire the
illusion of movement and added creativity
with these accented foils to your substrate.

G
G

FMSilver-6		
FMBrushed-6 (Gold)
FMBright-6 (Gold)		
FMGreen-6		
FMBlue-6 		
FMRed-6			
FMBlack-6		

6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT

**FAST Tip**
These foils can be used with acrylics,
glass, and wood, just to name a few
substrates.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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MOUNTING MEDALLIONS
DIE CUT FOAM DISKS
Perfect for Medallions

These tabs are pre-cut for excellent bonding
to medallions, trim, emblems, and ribbons.
These double-sided adhesive pre-cut tabs
offer anti-vibration and long-lasting
mounting. They are great for bonding to
irregular surfaces and the foam is unfailing,
solvent resistant, and works well with high
temperatures.
G
G

AWARDS

FM3032D-1.25
FM3032D-1.75
FM3032D-.75
FM3032D-.875

1 1/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
1 3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
7/8” x 1000 Disks/Roll

TUFF TAPE III DIE CUT DISKS
Precut & Tabbed

These disks offer permanent bonding, with
easy removal by the extended liner tabs.
The tabs are pre-cut for excellent bonding
to medallions, trim, emblems, and ribbons.
These disks are high tack and properly cut
to fit your award, trophy, and medallion
requirements.
**FAST Hint**
These disks are perfect for your flat and
flush surfaces.

16

G
G

FM670D-.75
FM670D-1.75
FM670D-.625
FM670D-1.25

3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
1 3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
5/8” x 500 Disks/Roll
1 1/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

MOUNTING TO VARNISHED SURFACES
BEST BOND II

Strongest Tape for Awards

G
G

FM2526-.5		
FM2526-1		
FM2526-.25		
FM2526-.375		
FM2526-.75		
FM2526-1.5		

1/2” x 36YD
1” x 36YD
1/4” x 36YD
3/8” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
1 1/2” x 36YD

AWARDS

Here is the award industries strongest
double-sided tape. It offers permanent
bonding to metal nameplates, wooden
plaques, awards, and rubber stamps. The
Best Bond II tape can be used on painted
and polished surfaces; an age-resistant
acrylic adhesive.

ORIGINAL TUFF TAPE

9 Mil Tape for Long-term Bonding
An unending acrylic adhesive that is
resistant to plasticizers and great for longterm bonding. It can be used on varnished
surfaces and bonding rubber stamps. This
Tesa 4970 high coated tape allows for instantaneous adhesion and good bonding performance on uneven or grimy surfaces.
G

FM2570-1		
FM2570-.375 		
FM2570-.5		
FM2570-.75		
FM2570-1.5		

1” x 36YD
3/8” x 36YD
1/2” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
1 1/2” x 36YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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MOUNTING TO VARNISHED SURFACES
TUFF TAPE III

High Performance Award and Plaque Bond
Our tape offers high adhesion to guarantee a
permanent bond to aluminum, wood, brass,
and plastics, for plaques and awards. Find
this transparent heavy duty, double-sided
tape to be water, moisture, and temperature
resistant. This tape will go unnoticed after
mounting and does not ooze or slip.
**FAST Fact**
This is a great finishing tape for awards
and trophies in warmer climates.

AWARDS

FM670-.5		
1/2” x 36YD
FM670-1			
1” x 36YD
G FM670-1.5		
1 1/2” x 36YD
G FM670-2 		
2” x 36YD
FM670-.75		
3/4” x 36YD
FM670-.875 		
7/8” x 36YD
Please call 1-844-pik-fast for other sizes
G
G

PERM-A-STIK

Versatile Bonding Tape
The awards industry is excited about this
high holding strength tape with excellent
durability to hard-hitting environments.
The clear double-sided acrylic adhesive is
versatile for bonding of acrylics, plaques,
rubber stamps, and other award industry
applications. It has a clear visual appeal,
tough bond, and works well with smooth
substrates.
G

18

FM2525-1		
FM2525-.5		
FM2525-.75		
FM2525-1.5		
FM2525-2		

1” x 60YD
1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1 1/2” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

MOUNTING TO VARNISHED SURFACES
SHURSTIK/STICK’N PEEL
Shears Cleanly

This is a classic hand tearable
double-sided Tesa 4959 tape that shears
cleanly and excellent for bonding on plastic
nameplates, awards, plaques, and trim.
G

FM330-.75		
FM330-12		
FM330-.25		
FM330-.375		
FM330-.5		
FM330-1 		

3/4” x 55YD
12” x 55YD
1/4” x 55YD
3/8” x 55YD
1/2” x 55YD
1” x 55YD

CLASSIC DOUBLE-SIDED ATG
Mat and Mount

A permanent classic ATG that is excellent
for double matting. It is a pressure-sensitive
adhesive transfer tape that works great with
various project types and also pairs well with
our D604 ATG Dispenser.
G

FM202ATG-36		
FM202ATG-60		

AWARDS

G

1/2” x 36YD
1/2” x 60YD

PACKAGE/PROTECT
GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Package, Bind, or Hold

Use for packaging and everyday needs to
bind or hold articles in place with this high
tack masking tape. This Shurtape CP83 tape
can be removed cleanly and it is made from
crepe paper with rubber adhesive.
FM803-.5		
FM803-.75		
FM803-1			
FM803-2			

1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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SEALING TAPE
CARTON SEALING TAPE
Moisture Resistant

This tape seals cartons and packages for
shipping or storage. It sticks to virtually any
surface and it is a clear all-purpose film tape.
FM210-2CL		

2” x 110YD

AWARDS

DISPENSERS
DESKTOP DISPENSER
The Desktop weighted base dispenser can
hold one roll up to 1” wide, with a 3” core.
It has an inside adaptor to fit 1” core tapes
and is recommended for engraving table
tape usage.
FMD2

TABLE TOP DISPENSER
The Table Top ultimate multi-roll tape
dispenser is made of high quality steel. It is
designed to hold one or more rolls up to 3”.
FMD233

20

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

DISPENSERS
WORKROOM DISPENSER
The Workroom dispenser is a heavy duty,
weighted base dispenser that can hold one
or more rolls up to 6” wide on a 3” ID core.

AWARDS

FMD2336

ELECTRONIC DISPENSER
With this dispenser, you can increase
productivity and eliminate material waste
with this option. It accepts tape widths
from .28 to 2” and it can also cut tape
lengths from .79 to .39”.
FMST1000

ATG DISPENSER
Here is a lighter weight, high impact
plastic gun that is well balanced for your ATG
needs. A hinged, clear cover enables you to
see when it is necessary to reload. The easy
grip handle makes applying tape fast.
G

FMD604

**FAST Fact**
This gun works well with all of our ATG
tapes up to 72 Yards.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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FAST SIGNS
Welcome to FAST. Our products are successfully used in a variety of markets where glue,
spray adhesives, and mechanical fastening were once the only choice. Inside you will find
FAST facts, hints, and tips throughout this catalog to help you better understand the
product. You will also find that the table of contents section is designed to highlight your
daily possible signage applications. We Guarantee the best selection of transfer tapes,
foams, and of course the #1 banner hem tape!
**Look for the G listed before the SKU to find the Guaranteed items which will ship via
UPS ground within (1) business day for ALL domestic orders. All G items are listed on page
44 and 45 of this catalog. See Terms & Conditions for more information.**
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FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

BANNER HEMMING
TUFF TAPE III

The Original #1 Banner Hem Tape
Our tape is ideal for making “instant”
banner hems. The Tuff Tape III is
resistant to water, moisture, and temperature fluctuations. It offers an excellent bond
for many substrates such as vinyl fabrics,
aluminum, brass, wood, and plastics.
FM670-.5
FM670-1 		
G FM670-1.5
		
G FM670-2
		
FM670-.75 		
FM670-.875 		
G
G

1/2” x 36YD
1” x 36YD
1 1/2” x 36YD
2” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
7/8” x 36YD

**FAST Fact**
This acrylic adhesive is UV and plasticizer
resistant.

Please call 1-844-pik-fast for other sizes

ADA PLASTIC SIGNAGE
UHB FOAM

This poly lined foam is here for your
permanent bonding needs. It can be used
for display cabinetry, outdoor signage,
furniture, and transportation vehicles. This
UHB foam can also be used on substrates
including glass, plastics, sealed woods, and
metals. Use this foam as a replacement for
fasteners such as rivets, bolts, welding, and
screws for a much cleaner look.
FM1435-.75		
FM1435-1		

3/4” x 36YD
1” x 36YD

SIGNS

Ultra High Bond Foam

**FAST Fact**
This foam has the ability to withstand temperature fluctuations over time which could
lessen outdoor signage replacement.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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MOUNTING ACRYLICS/GLASS
PERM-A-STIK

Popular Indoor/Outdoor Bonding Tape
The sign industry is excited about this
high holding strength tape with excellent
durability to harsh environments. The clear
double-sided acrylic adhesive is versatile
for bonding of acrylics, window applications, rubber stamps, license plate frames,
and leather. This tape has revolutionized
indoor/outdoor signage for the transportation, architecture, industrial, and medical
industries, with its clear visual appeal and
resilient bonding.
G

FM2525-1		
FM2525-.5		
FM2525-.75		
FM2525-1.5		
FM2525-2		

1” x 60YD
1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1 1/2” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

FOAM BONDING
POLYURETHANE OUTDOOR FOAM
SIGNS

Wide Temperature Range

**FAST Fact**
This anti-fungal foam has a great success
rate for bonding to some treated vinyl
wallpapers.

Here is an intelligent bonding solution that will
meet your high performance bonding application needs. This acrylic foam has a uniform
wetting for many different surfaces. It has the
capability to absorb tension with a wide temperature range. The black foam is safely able
to reject distress and seals against pungent
humidity. This automotive and construction
grade foam is of high quality, sustainable, and
excellent for signs and trim pieces.
G FM1084-1
G FM1086-1

FM1084-.5
FM1086-.5
FM1086-2

24

1/16” x 1” x 200FT
1/32” x 1” x 200FT
1/16” x 1/2” x 200FT
1/32” x 1/2” x 200FT
1/32” x 2” x 200FT

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

FOAM BONDING
POLYETHYLENE WHITE FOAM

White Double-sided, Acrylic Adhesive Foam
This works great on various substrates and
offers permanent bonding to metals, woods,
or plastics. It is very easy to bond two
different forms of irregular surfaces together
with this white foam.
G FM3016-1

FM3016-.5
FM3016-.75
FM3016-12
FM3032-.5
FM3032-.75
FM3032-1
FM3032-12

1/16” x 1” x 36YD
1/16” x 1/2” x 36YD
1/16” x 3/4” x 36YD
1/16” x 12” x 36YD
1/32” x 1/2” x 72YD
1/32” x 3/4” x 72YD
1/32” x 1” x 72YD
1/32” x 12” x 72YD

UHB FOAM

Replace hardware devices such as rivets,
bolts, welding, and screws for a much
cleaner look with this foam. It can be used
for display cabinetry, outdoor signage,
furniture, and transportation vehicles. The
UHB foam can also be used on substrates
including glass, plastics, sealed woods, and
metal. This foam has the ability to withstand
temperature fluctuations and wind vibration
over time, which could lessen replacement
of outdoor signs.
FM1435-.75		
FM1435-1		

SIGNS

Alternative for Mechanical Fasteners

**FAST Fact**
This foam is poly lined and here for your
permanent bonding needs.

3/4” x 36YD
1” x 36YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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MASKING SIGNS
SILK SCREEN BLOCK OUT-FILM
Chemical and Moisture Resistant

Use this tape to lock the job down and
provide a good tack with reasonable
adhesion, while offering clean removability
from most surfaces. After your screen is
made and the stencil is done, you will want
to use this tape pre-press to protect the ink
from going where it should not be.
**FAST Hint**
This tape can be re-used if placed on the flat
side of the screen. Peel up the film and then
store properly for use later.

FM3011-1		
FM3011-2		

1” x 36YD
2” x 36YD

SILK SCREEN BLOCK OUT-PAPER
SIGNS

For Use with Water Based Inks

A smooth crepe paper masking tape
that provides a good quick stick property
and adheres to a variety of surfaces. This
block out tape is also beneficial for sealing
up the gaps in your squeegee to keep the ink
from storing in the open areas and
spreading onto the next project.
FM458-1 		
FM458-2			
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1” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

ROUTERING
ROUTER TAPE

Rubber Based Adhesive
This double-sided tape is more effective
than foam tape in routering because it does
not sit up as high and it allows you to be
more exact. The adhesive keeps the panel
from vibrating and rebounding when it’s
being machined by the blade. Rubber
based adhesives can also be used on
windows.
FM513-.5 		
FM513-.75		
FM513-1			
FM513-2			
FM513-12		

1/2” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
1” x 36YD
2” x 36YD
12” x 36YD

**FAST Fact**
This tape firmly holds the substrate in place
during the routering process.

ENGRAVING TABLE TAPE
Engraving with this clear, linerless
non-residue adhesive is seamless. This Tesa
51903 tape will hold your engraving plates
to the bed of your engraving table. Remove
as many air bubbles as possible, as this
tape has an extending ability. When used
properly, you can engrave multiple plates
before replacing. The table tape permits for
easy removal after engraving.
G

FM2524-1		
FM2524-.5		
FM2524-.75		

SIGNS

Holds Plates in Place

1” x 72YD
1/2” x 72YD
3/4” x 72YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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MISC BONDING
MAGNETIC TAPE
Adhesive Backed

The adhesive backed flexible magnetic tape
cuts easily and can be used for creating
removable signs, tags, displays, printing, and
exhibit booths.
FM21-.5		
FM21-1 		
FM31-.5		
FM31-1 		

**FAST Tip**
This tape comes in roll form and can be used
with any substrate.

1/16” x 1/2” x 100FT
1/16” x 1” x 100FT
1/32” x 1/2” x 100FT
1/32” x 1” x 100FT

STEEL TAPE

Creates a Steel Surface
Adhesive backed steel tape creates
a steel surface for your magnetic backed
signage, POP displays, nameplates, and
other advertising specialties. It provides a
good bond for metals, and performs well
over a wide temperature range; also great
for interior and exterior bonding.

SIGNS

FM1092-1		

1” x 100FT

CLASSIC DOUBLE-SIDED ATG
Mat and Mount

A permanent classic ATG that is excellent
for double matting. It is a pressure-sensitive
adhesive transfer tape that works great with
various project types and also pairs well with
our D604 ATG Dispenser.
G
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FM202ATG-36		
FM202ATG-60		

1/2” x 36YD
1/2” x 60YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

PACKAGE/PROTECT
GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Package, Bind, or Hold

Use for packaging and everyday needs to
bind or hold articles in place with this high
tack masking tape. This Shurtape CP83 tape
can be removed cleanly and it is made from
crepe paper with rubber adhesive.
FM803-.5		
FM803-.75		
FM803-1			
FM803-2			

1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

SEALING TAPE

Moisture Resistant

This tape seals cartons and packages for
shipping or storage. It sticks to virtually any
surface and it is a clear all-purpose film tape.
FM210-2CL

SIGNS

CARTON SEALING TAPE

2” x 110YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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DISPENSERS
DESKTOP DISPENSER
The Desktop weighted base dispenser can
hold one roll up to 1” wide, with a 3” core.
It has an inside adaptor to fit 1” core tapes
and is recommended for engraving table
tape usage.
FMD2

TABLE TOP DISPENSER
SIGNS

The Table Top ultimate multi-roll tape
dispenser is made of high quality steel. It is
designed to hold one or more rolls up to 3”.
FMD233

30

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

DISPENSERS
WORKROOM DISPENSER
The Workroom dispenser is a heavy duty,
weighted base dispenser that can hold one
or more rolls up to 6” wide on a 3” ID core.
FMD2336

ATG DISPENSER

G

SIGNS

Here is a lighter weight, high impact plastic
gun that is well balanced for your ATG needs.
A hinged, clear cover enables you to see
when it is necessary to reload. The easy grip
handle makes applying tape fast.
FMD604

**FAST Fact**
This gun works well with all of our ATG
tapes up to 72 Yards.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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Please refer to the colored tabs below to find your industry.
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FAST TROPHIES
Welcome to FAST. Our products are successfully used in a variety of markets where glue
and spray adhesives were once the only choice. Inside you will find FAST facts, hints, and
tips throughout this catalog to help you better understand the product. You will also
find that the table of contents section is designed to highlight your daily possible trophy
applications. We Guarantee the best selection of die-cut disks, bonding tapes, lasering
products, and more!
**Look for the G listed before the SKU to find the Guaranteed items which will ship via
UPS ground within (1) business day for ALL domestic orders. All G items are listed on page
44 and 45 of this catalog. See Terms & Conditions for more information.**
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FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING TABLE TAPE
Holds Plates in Place

Engraving with this clear, linerless
non-residue adhesive is seamless. This Tesa
51903 tape will hold your engraving plates
to the bed of your engraving table. Remove
as many air bubbles as possible, as this tape
has an extending ability. The table tape
permits for easy removal after engraving.
G

FM2524-1		
FM2524-.5		
FM2524-.75		

1” x 72YD
1/2” x 72YD
3/4” x 72YD

**FAST Hint**
You can lay down multiple nameplates
that cover “up to” the table length with
this tape.

ECONOMY TROPHY TAPE

Excellent for Temporary Nameplates

FM513-.5		
FM513-.75		
FM513-1			
FM513-2			
FM513-12		

1/2” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
1” x 36YD
2” x 36YD
12” x 36YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com

TROPHIES

A quick hand tearable tape that is great for
attaching nameplates to trophies or plaques.
It exhibits high resistance and flexible forces
which allows it to attach to emblems or
nameplates.

33

SUBLIMATION
SUBLIMATION HEAT TAPE

Conformable, High Temperature Tape
This high temperature tape will not color
bleed onto your substrate. You can wrap the
image around your product and secure with
this heat tape. It is very beneficial to keep
the edge of the tape bent at an angle on one
corner for easy removal after heat pressing.
G
G
G

FMCW21S-.5CL		
FMCW21S-.375 		
FMCW21S-.5		
FMCW21S-.75 		
FMCW21S-1		
FMCW21S-2 		

1/2” x 72YD
3/8” x 72YD
1/2” x 72YD
3/4” x 72YD
1” x 72YD
2” x 72YD

SANDBLASTING
LAZER’S EDGE

Laser Safe, No PVC

TROPHIES
34

**FAST Fact**
Sandblasting was patended by
Benjamin Chew Tilghman in 1870.

Use this top selling film for both lasering
and sandblasting. This product provides a
one step masking process that will take you
from stenciling in the laser straight to the
sandblaster. It is a PVC free film that creates
sharp clean lines without bleed through as
with normal paper masks. It protects the
substrate from the harsh impact of the
abrasive and works great with trophies,
awards, stained glass, engraving,
sandblasting, signage, and monuments.
G

FMCW5764-25		
FMCW5764-72		

6” x 25YD
12” x 72YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

LASERING
LOW TACK PAPER MASK
Protects Foils from Edge Burn

A clear coated low tack paper mask designed
to allow you to apply vinyl graphics to your
lasering products. Safeguard your foils from
edge burn and eliminate smoke damage with
this mask. This removable mask can be used
with or without foils.
FM6582-2		
FM6582-4 		
FM6582-6		

2” x 100YD
4” x 100YD
6” x 100YD

**FAST Hint**
It is very favorable to mask wood materials before fabrication to avoid natural
oils from discoloration on the surface.

SOLID COLOR LASER FOILS
PVC Free

G
G

FMSilver-6		
FMBrushed-6 (Gold)
FMBright-6 (Gold)		
FMGreen-6		
FMBlue-6		
FMRed-6			
FMBlack-6		

**FAST Tip**
These foils can be used with acrylics,
glass, and wood, just to name a few
substrates.

6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT
6” x 25FT

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com

TROPHIES

These foils allow decals and stencils to come
to life for lasering projects. The process of
adding color and flare to your product is
very easy. Cut a piece of the foil and cover
the area that you intend to engrave; then use
your laser engraver or vector to cut the film.
Remove the excess material and admire the
illusion of movement and added creativity
with these accented foils to your substrate.

35

MOUNTING MEDALLIONS
DIE CUT FOAM DISKS
Perfect for Medallions

These tabs are pre-cut for excellent bonding
to medallions, trim, emblems, and ribbons.
These double-sided adhesive pre-cut tabs
offer anti-vibration and long-lasting
mounting. They are great for bonding to
irregular surfaces and the foam is unfailing,
solvent resistant, and works well with high
temperatures.
G
G

FM3032D-1.25
FM3032D-1.75
FM3032D-.75
FM3032D-.875

1 1/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
1 3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
7/8” x 1000 Disks/Roll

TUFF TAPE III DIE CUT DISKS
Precut & Tabbed

These disks offer permanent bonding, with
easy removal by the extended liner tabs.
The tabs are pre-cut for excellent bonding
to medallions, trim, emblems, and ribbons.
These disks are high tack and properly cut
to fit your trophy, award, and medallion
requirements.

TROPHIES
36

**FAST Hint**
These disks are perfect for your flat and
flush surfaces.

G
G

FM670D-.75
FM670D-1.75
FM670D-.625
FM670D-1.25

3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
1 3/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll
5/8” x 500 Disks/Roll
1 1/4” x 1000 Disks/Roll

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

MOUNTING TO VARNISHED SURFACES
BEST BOND II

Strongest Tape for Trophies
Here is the trophy industries strongest
double-sided tape. It offers permanent
bonding to metal nameplates, wooden
plaques, trophies, awards, and rubber
stamps. The Best Bond II tape can be
used on painted and polished surfaces; an
age-resistant acrylic adhesive.
G
G

FM2526-.5		
FM2526-1 		
FM2526-.25		
FM2526-.375		
FM2526-.75		
FM2526-1.5		

1/2” x 36YD
1” x 36YD
1/4” x 36YD
3/8” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
1 1/2” x 36YD

ORIGINAL TUFF TAPE

9 Mil Tape for Long-term Bonding

G

FM2570-1		
FM2570-.375 		
FM2570-.5		
FM2570-.75		
FM2570-1.5 		

1” x 36YD
3/8” x 36YD
1/2” x 36YD
3/4” x 36YD
1 1/2” x 36YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com

TROPHIES

An unending acrylic adhesive that is
resistant to plasticizers and great for
long-term bonding. It can be used on
varnished surfaces and bonding rubber
stamps. This Tesa 4970 high coated tape
allows for instantaneous adhesion and
good bonding performance on uneven or
grimy surfaces.

37

MOUNTING TO VARNISHED SURFACES
TUFF TAPE III

High Performance Trophy and Plaque Bond
Our tape offers high adhesion to guarantee a
permanent bond to aluminum, wood, brass,
and plastics, for plaques and trophies. Find
this transparent heavy duty, double-sided
tape to be water, moisture, and temperature
resistant. This tape will go unnoticed after
mounting and does not ooze or slip.
**FAST Fact**
This is a great finishing tape for trophies
and awards in warmer climates.

FM670-.5		
1/2” x 36YD
FM670-1			
1” x 36YD
G FM670-1.5		
1 1/2” x 36YD
2” x 36YD
G FM670-2 		
FM670-.75		
3/4” x 36YD
FM670-.875		
7/8” x 36YD
Please call 1-844-pik-fast for other sizes
G
G

PERM-A-STIK

Versatile Bonding Tape
The trophies industry is excited about this
high holding strength tape with excellent
durability to hard-hitting environments.
The clear double-sided acrylic adhesive is
versatile for bonding of acrylics, plaques,
rubber stamps, and other trophy industry
applications. It has a clear visual appeal,
tough bond, and works well with smooth
substrates.
G

TROPHIES
38

FM2525-1		
FM2525-.5		
FM2525-.75		
FM2525-1.5		
FM2525-2		

1” x 60YD
1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1 1/2” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

MOUNTING TO VARNISHED SURFACES
SHURSTIK/STICK’N PEEL
Shears Cleanly

This is a classic hand tearable double-sided
Tesa 4959 tape that shears cleanly and
excellent for bonding on plastic
nameplates, trophies, plaques, and trim.
G FM330-.75		
G FM330-12		

FM330-.25		
FM330-.375		
FM330-.5		
FM330-1			

3/4” x 55YD
12” x 55YD
1/4” x 55YD
3/8” x 55YD
1/2” x 55YD
1” x 55YD

CLASSIC DOUBLE-SIDED ATG
Mat and Mount

A permanent classic ATG that is excellent
for double matting. It is a pressure-sensitive
adhesive transfer tape that works great
with various project types and also pairs
well with our D604 ATG Dispenser.
G

FM202ATG-36		
FM202ATG-60 		

1/2” x 36YD
1/2” x 60YD

PACKAGE/PROTECT
GENERAL PURPOSE MASKING TAPE
Use for packaging and everyday needs to
bind or hold articles in place with this high
tack masking tape. This Shurtape CP83 tape
can be removed cleanly and it is made from
crepe paper with rubber adhesive.
FM803-.5		
FM803-.75		
FM803-1			
FM803-2			

1/2” x 60YD
3/4” x 60YD
1” x 60YD
2” x 60YD

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com

TROPHIES

Package, Bind, or Hold
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SEALING TAPE
CARTON SEALING TAPE
Moisture Resistant

This tape seals cartons and packages for
shipping or storage. It sticks to virtually any
surface and it is a clear all-purpose film tape.
FM210-2CL		

2” x 110YD

DISPENSERS
DESKTOP DISPENSER
The Desktop weighted base dispenser can
hold one roll up to 1” wide, with a 3” core.
It has an inside adaptor to fit 1” core tapes
and is recommended for engraving table
tape usage.
FMD2

TABLE TOP DISPENSER
The Table Top ultimate multi-roll tape
dispenser is made of high quality steel. It is
designed to hold one or more rolls up to 3”.

TROPHIES
40

FMD233		

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

DISPENSERS
WORKROOM DISPENSER
The Workroom dispenser is a heavy duty,
weighted base dispenser that can hold one
or more rolls up to 6” wide on a 3” ID core.
FMD2336

ELECTRONIC DISPENSER
With this dispenser, you can increase
productivity and eliminate material waste
with this option. It accepts tape widths
from .28 to 2” and it can also cut tape
lengths from .79 to .39”.
FMST1000

ATG DISPENSER

G

FMD604

**FAST Fact**
This gun works well with all of our ATG
tapes up to 72 Yards.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com

TROPHIES

Here is a lighter weight, high impact plastic
gun that is well balanced for your ATG
needs. A hinged, clear cover enables you
to see when it is necessary to reload. The
easy grip handle makes applying tape fast.
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*No need to cut out the coupons. Simply use the codes
FASTlog202 or FASTlog670
with your next phone, fax, or email order.*

42

FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

Save 10%

on your next order of our
(FM202ATG) Classic Double-sided ATG
The first 100 customers will receive a FREE (FMD604)
ATG Dispenser when you order 5 or more cases.
See page 5, 19, 28 or 39 for more information on this product.
Mention coupon FASTlog202 when ordering by phone, fax, or email.
Offer not available for web orders at this time. This coupon cannot be
combined with any other offers or used more than once.
Offer expires 01/31/17

Go on a buying frenzy!

Save 10%

on your next order of our popular
(FM670) Banner Hem Tape, Fillet
Tape, and Tuff Tape III.
See page 5, 18, 23 or 38 for more information on this product.
Mention coupon FASTlog670 when ordering by phone, fax, or email.
Offer not available for web orders at this time. This coupon cannot be
combined with any other offers or used more than once.
Offer expires 01/31/17

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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FAST Guaranteed Items
FREE freight, orders shipping via UPS ground within (1) business day for
ALL domestic orders over $25.00
Guaranteed Items

Price Level 1

Item Description

FM2000-.75WH x 180FT

$4.85

Single-sided White
Framer’s Tape II

FM2000-1WH x 180FT

$6.40

Single-sided White
Framer’s Tape II

FM990ATG-.5 x 120YD

$8.20

Double-sided Film ATG

FM991ATG-.5 x 36YD

$2.15

Double-sided Paper ATG

FM991ATG-.5 x 60YD

$3.50

Double-sided Paper ATG

FM202ATG-.5 x 36YD

$1.65

Double-sided Classic ATG

FM1100ATG-.5 x 18YD

$2.75

Double-sided Archival ATG

FM670F-.25 x 36YD

$3.90

Double-sided Fillet Tape

FM1175-.75 x 180FT

$7.50

Double-sided Stitchery Tape

FM1175-1 x 180FT

$9.95

Double-sided Stitchery Tape

FM1175-1.5 x 180FT

$14.75

Double-sided Stitchery Tape

FM330-.75 x 55YD

$8.60

Double-sided Tesa 4959
Tape

FM330-12 x 55YD

$140.85

Double-sided Tesa 4959
Tape

FM670D-.75 x 1000
Disks/Roll**

$16.50

Double-sided Tuff Tape III
Disks

FM670D-1.75 x 1000
Disks/Roll**

$37.45

Double-sided Tuff Tape III
Disks

FM1702-.75 x 90YD

$5.45

Single-sided White Artist
Tape

FM413-2 x 60YD*

$8.00

Single-sided Tan Flatback
Tape

FMD604*

$26.20

Adhesive Transfer Gun
Dispenser

FM2524-1 x 72YD

$33.10

Double-sided Engraving
Tape

*Commodity Items and Dispensers are only available at Price Level 1
**Disks, Foams, and Magnetic/Steel Tapes are only available at Price Level 1 and 2
If you are looking for additional sizes or more information on Price Level 2 and 3 or
minimum order requirements please call 1-844-pik-fast
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FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

FAST Guaranteed Items
FREE freight, orders shipping via UPS ground within (1) business day for
ALL domestic orders over $25.00
Guaranteed Items

Price Level 1

Item Description

FMCW21S-.5CL x 72YD

$3.70

Single-sided Clear
Sublimation Heat Tape

FMCW21S-.375 x 72YD

$3.55

Single-sided Green
Sublimation Heat Tape

FMCW21S-.5 x 72YD

$4.70

Single-sided Green
Sublimation Heat Tape

FMCW5764-6 x 25YD

$22.70

Lazer’s Edge

FMSilver-6 x 25FT

$19.00

Silver Foil

FMBrushed-6 x 25FT

$19.00

Brushed Gold Foil

FM3032D-1.25 x 1000
Disks/Roll**

$23.30

Double-sided Die Cut Foam
Disks

FM3032D-1.75 x 1000
Disks/Roll**

$38.95

Double-sided Die Cut Foam
Disks

FM2526-.5 x 36YD

$4.85

Double-sided Best Bond II
Tape

FM2526-1 x 36YD

$9.65

Double-sided Best Bond II
Tape

FM2570-1 x 36YD

$13.45

Double-sided Tesa 4970
Original Tuff Tape

FM670-.5 x 36YD

$4.20

Double-sided Tuff Tape III

FM670-1 x 36YD

$8.35

Double-sided Tuff Tape III

FM670-1.5 x 36YD

$12.40

Double-sided Tuff Tape III

FM670-2 x 36YD

$16.45

Double-sided Tuff Tape III

FM2525-1 x 60YD

$21.40

Double-sided Perm-A-Stik

FM3016-1 x 36YD**

$20.75

Double-sided Polyethylene
White Foam

FM1084-1 x 200YD**

$166.65

Double-sided Polyurethane
Outdoor Foam

FM1086-1 x 200YD**

$127.25

Double-sided Polyurethane
Outdoor Foam

*Commodity Items and Dispensers are only available at Price Level 1
**Disks, Foams, and Magnetic/Steel Tapes are only available at Price Level 1 and 2
If you are looking for additional sizes or more information on Price Level 2 and 3 or
minimum order requirements please call 1-844-pik-fast

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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FAST Terms & Conditions
Freight Program:

-FREE freight via UPS ground shipping on ALL domestic orders of $25.00 or more.
Other shipping options are available for an additional charge.

Pricing:

-All merchandise will be invoiced at the time of shipment. We will make every effort
to notify all customers of any price changes; however, prices are subject to change
without notice. Our sales department will confirm current prices for you. FAST is not
responsible for errors in pricing. All pricing in the catalog and on our website is listed in
U.S. Currency.

Delivery:

-Our goal is to have all Guaranteed items shipped via UPS ground within (1) business day
for all orders placed by (2) pm Central-standard time. Guaranteed product orders made
after the cut off time, will take an additional business day to process.
-Non-Guaranteed products will be shipped approximately (15) working days from the
date of order.
-Guaranteed items are denoted in the catalog marked with a G before the product SKU.
-FAST reserves the right to over-ship or under-ship + 10% on all non-Guaranteed items.
-Custom orders are non-cancelable and non-returnable.

Back-orders:

-All back-orders will be shipped as merchandise is available, unless previously cancelled
by customer.

Cancellations/Changes/Returns:

-Orders accepted by FAST are not subject to changes or suspension, except by
mutual agreement. Cancellations will not be accepted on non-standard and blanket
orders. FAST reserves the right to charge a 15% restocking fee for all returns or issue
credit. Except by mutual agreement regarding a quality issue, FAST reserves the right to
determine whether or not a restocking fee will be charged with credit or if replacement of
product will be issued for any returns. The discretion of assessing credit or replacing the
product will only be determined by FAST.

Claim:

-All claims must be made within (45) days of receipt of goods. Deductions from
remittances will not be allowed unless authorized by FAST in writing. All claims for
merchandise lost or damaged in transit must be made to the common carrier; FAST is not
responsible.
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FREE freight via UPS ground on ALL domestic orders over $25!

FAST Terms & Conditions
Disclaimer of Warranties:

-Many factors can affect the use and performance of a product in a particular application.
All technical statements and all recommendations herein are based on tests we believe to
be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness thereof is not guaranteed, and the following
is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose: Seller’s and manufacture’s only
obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product to be defective. FAST has
samples of our stock materials for your evaluation. Our warranty extends to our products
and not to any damage caused by the use of our product.

Tax Exempt Form:

-Please complete and send in your tax exempt form. Without this form, we reserve the
right to charge tax on all orders.

Merger Clause:

-This writing, exclusive of any verbal statements, constitutes the final expression of
the parties’ agreement, and it is a complete and exclusive statement of the terms of the
agreement.

Modification:

-The conditions of sale as stated in this contract are not subject to change by reason of
any written or verbal statements, by Buyer or any terms stated in Buyer’s
acknowledgement, unless the same be explicitly acknowledged in writing.

Miscellaneous:

-The conditions of sale that comprise this agreement are independent of each other.
Cancellation of any one of the conditions listed shall not result in an automatic
termination of any other conditions or the entire agreement. The relationship of the
parties is that of independent contractors and no partnership or joint venture has been, or
is intended to be, formed. The sale of products under this agreement shall be governed
by the law of the State of Wisconsin.

Phone: 1-844-pik-fast or Web: www.pik-fast.com
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FAST is the **FREE
Domestic Freight
Place!
100% In-Stock Guarantee
on All Identified G Items
FASTer Shipping Options!
Industry Leading Customer
Service
Commitment to Providing
High Performance Products
Framing, Award, Sign, and
Trophy Product Satisfaction!

Contact Us Today!
4221 Courtney Road | Franksville, WI 53126
www.pik-fast.com | 1-844-pik-fast
** See Terms & Conditions for more information**

